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Behold, The $50,000 Backpack: 1882 Duluth "Poirier Pack Sack"

No, not a backpack from Mission Workshop, an "original" 1882 Duluth "Poirier Pack Sack". To be completely honest with
you, until today, I had never heard of this "holy grail" of backpacks. Oldest backpack brand I know is the Trapper Nelson.
But seems this backpack has some historical significance, at least to the guy in Minnesota trying to sell it for $100,000
$50,000. His listing on eBay has the full details of the pack, but here are some teasers to get you ready to drop the 50
Gs:Up for auction is the holy grail of camping/ hiking equipment in this patented in 1882 Duluth "Poirier Pack Sack"
Backpack Rucksack Bag. (Actual Date on this Camille Poirier Strap Pack is "PAT'D NOV. 10. 1882.") The application for
the "Pack Strap" at the US Patent Office was filed on October 11, 1882. Handmade in Duluth, Minnesota by Camille
Poirier himself, who pioneered the company (today known as Duluth Pack, Duluth-MN). A lot of history is attached to
this item so please sit back and enjoy. According to the patent filed by Camille Poirier (No 268,932 and is included with
my pictures above), he "invented a new and improved Pack-Strap for holding and packing articles of clothing, provisions,
and other articles which are to be carried in a package on the back. The invention consists in a bag formed with a flap
and provided with shoulder straps and head-strap for supporting and carrying the bag on the back." In this bag's
amazing design, Poirier was credited with the "tumpline" which is a strap attached at both ends to a backpack and used
to carry the object by placing the strap over the top of the head. Later on Poirier's design came to be called the "Duluth
Pack" after the village in which Poirier ran his business. You read it right, the backpack combines a head strap with
shoulder straps, as you can see from the picture. Wonder how that felt, but I can tell you I've watched people carry
washers and dryers up 4 flights of stairs this way, so there has to be some merit to the idea. Graham, how about putting
together a prototype for us? Bid on the 1882 Duluth PATD "Poirier Pack STRAP Sack" Backpack Bag and buy yourself a
piece of outdoor history. Via Vedavoo.
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